
The Roots of Innovation

The natural product field is still producing, or is involved in, 50
per cent of all small molecules as new chemical entity (NCE)
approvals from 2000 to 2006 (3). To feed the growing demand
for reasonable NCEs, it is time to reconsider the use of natural
resources. Among these compounds, plant ingredients (for
example Taxol and Camptothecin) have a dominant, enduring
track record in the successful delivery of compounds to the 
high-value prescribed drugs market (4).

EFFECTIVE NATURAL COMPOUNDS

The success of plant secondary metabolites lies in their unique
chemical biodiversity, inherent stability, drug-like properties 
and, often, their structural adaptation to target proteins in higher
vertebrates. Indeed, a process of co-evolution has been described
between plant secondary metabolites that often serve to fight
invading protobiota, viruses and pests that attack them (5).
Compounds from natural sources have been optimised through
millions of years of evolution and often possess physico-chemical
properties, compatible with these of preclinical drug candidates
and required for successful product development into the market.
In a recent publication, Ji et al have reported that 214,000 natural
compounds have been characterised until now, but it is interesting
to note that this amount still
represents a small fraction of
all the secondary metabolites
that are produced by the
250,000 plant species growing
on earth, and that only a very
limited number of those
identified phytochemicals
have been studied for their
therapeutic activities (6).

Usually, compounds found 
in plants mostly have good
solubility in the physiological
environment and occur in a
reasonable molecular weight
range. The structures of
pharmacologically active
secondary plant metabolites

can be usually classified into three groups: nitrogen containing
diterpenoids, and phenolics, phenylpropanoids and polyketides
C. Most of those active compounds weigh between 300 and 500
DA (7). All these characteristics mean that secondary plant
metabolites show great potential to be used as the starting point
for any drug discovery programme (8).

Additionally, natural compounds often show very interesting
(chiral) frameworks that might serve as building blocks in
numerous applications, including rational drug design and
fragment-based approaches. These frameworks, if synthesised by
chemists from scratch, could easily assign a value of several tens of
thousands of Euros per compound (9). As novel synthesis of these
often complex blocks is not necessary, isolating such interesting
compounds from plants makes sense in terms of both time and cost,
especially since bulk quantities of such core frameworks might be
isolated easily from plant sources to provide enough material for
drug development phases, and subsequently for clinical use (10). 

DISCOVERY DIFFICULTIES

That said, one legitimate question remains: why is it so difficult
for the pharmaceutical industry to exploit this promising source?
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One of the most successful sources of scaffolds for the identification and
development of new drugs are natural compounds, extracted from diverse marine
and terrestrial protobiota, arthropods and plants (1). Small molecule drugs have
been developed from chemical entities obtained or derived from natural products 
or from synthetic molecules presenting a natural product-inspired pharmacophore
(see Figure 1) (2). 
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Figure 1: Origin of small-molecule drugs introduced since 1981 (adapted from Schmidt et al (2))
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Size is a challenge, since plants have the
potential to produce around 10 times
more secondary metabolites than any
single bacterial strain fermentation, and
often these are produced in minute
quantities. The main reasons why natural
products – in spite of their proven
success – have been considered less and
less for drug discovery campaigns lie in
the challenges of applied extraction and
screening strategies for finding active
secondary metabolites from plants, and
identifying their drawbacks in time, effort
and costs. Hence, different extraction
technologies have been developed
depending on the nature of a scaffold of
interest. Furthermore, different isolation
technique requirements, related to the complexity of the used
matrix in the follow-up process, were developed to get access 
to novel chemical entities. 

Considering this complex-matrix aspect, drug discovery
programmes based on testing crude extracts or extract fractions
did not always finish successfully in the early days. Today, new
technologies to select, sort and enrich extracts, open brand new
possibilities for more resource-balanced routes to screen for hit
compounds. Significant progress has been made in adapting
natural product identification methods to fit into modern, high-
throughput drug discovery philosophy. As new technologies evolve
to select, sort and enrich extracts, this opens brand new possibilities
for more resource-balanced routes to screen for hit compounds.
Indeed, libraries of pre-purified and property-selected compounds
have already been applied in HTS campaigns with success (11). 

TIMELINE CONSIDERATIONS

Rapid pharmacological validation is an important part of a risk
management strategy in drug discovery programmes that aim 
to identify ligands for orphan targets. It is always of crucial
importance to demonstrate early in such a programme that a
pharmacological modulation of the target results in effects that
are compatible with loss and/or gain of function data or with
the rationale based on genetic associations. In this respect,
rapid identification of functional hit compounds – even if they
are not compatible with further hit to lead optimisation – has 
an inherent value since it speeds up preliminary preclinical

studies. Since many pharmacologically active natural
ingredients are used in traditional medicine and some of them 
– although less often – have already been tested in humans in 
a purified form, it is also possible in some cases to find
scientific reports that describe the activity of such agents 
in human beings. 

Another risk management related issue is the time that an
average hit to lead optimisation programme will require to
produce a lead compound. As we are in the age of reductionism,
it is better not to start with excessively complex chemical
compounds in the beginning. This very reductive approach seems
to be linked with an appealingly low price tag to pay, at least
initially. However, even in successful programmes, it usually
takes months to obtain the first lead compounds amenable to in
vivo testing. Examples of less successful endeavours are also
known, kept alive in spite of evidence for failure and mostly
stopped too late. In this respect, running even a small natural
product programme in parallel may provide a shortcut in hit to
lead transition and can make a lot of sense. Identifying a core
structure also allows the researcher to check for analogues
readily available on the market for initial SAR studies. To be able
to benchmark an early drug discovery programme at this stage
has a great impact on the direction and where to concentrate
resources in this early research phase. 

Drug development programmes are lengthy and costly, and due
to the high failure rate only a few products make it all the way to
market. Among these, examples of success stories in natural
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Figure 2: Overview of approaches in natural products screening from plants

Considering this complex-matrix aspect, drug discovery programmes based on
testing crude extracts or extract fractions did not always finish successfully in the
early days. Today, new technologies to select, sort and enrich extracts, open brand
new possibilities for more resource-balanced routes to screen for hit compounds.
Significant progress has been made in adapting natural product identification
methods to fit into modern, high-throughput drug discovery philosophy. As new
technologies evolve to select, sort and enrich extracts, this opens brand new
possibilities for more resource-balanced routes to screen for hit compounds. 
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product development are numerous and have already been cited
earlier in this article. The last example we decided to talk about
is paradoxical in nature. One of the bestselling drug classes ever,
statins, are derived originally from a natural product scaffold
(12). Somehow, this has never been recognised as a big 
success in natural product drug discovery and did not lead 
to an expansion of natural product approaches in big
pharmaceutical companies.

CONCLUSION

Today, significant progress has been made in adapting 
natural product identification methods to fit into modern, 
high-throughput drug discovery philosophy. Are natural product
programmes ready to challenge the established drug discovery
cycle? As pharma pipelines shrink in terms of innovative products
and the focus on drug discovery effort moves towards biotech
companies, cost and timing of early drug discovery programmes
acquire new meaning. Early benchmarking and go/no-go decisions
will remain important for these innovation driven companies.
Natural products, especially secondary plant metabolites, seem
today to be in a perfect position to become popular tools that
accelerate the preliminary validation at a reasonable cost.
Similarly, drug-like, ‘pre-optimised’ hits should decrease the time
and investment necessary to produce lead compounds (13). Half of
the existing pharmaceuticals today are inspired by natural products
(14). It is, therefore, reasonable to believe that this trend will
continue in the future and some of the identified lead compounds
will have the potential to become drug candidates and successfully
reach the market. 
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